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Abstract. Thermotropic nematic materials relax strong distortions by lowering the nematic order: the
uniaxial symmetry is broken and is locally replaced by biaxial domains. We investigated the dynamics
of the nematic order near a boundary surface of an asymmetric π-cell submitted to an external electric
field, close to the electric order reconstruction threshold. An unexpected phenomenon is observed close,
but below the threshold: the biaxial order spreads on the surface inducing a consequent bulk topological
behaviour equivalent to the splay-bend fast transition allowed by order reconstruction at higher voltage.

1 Introduction

A calamitic mesogen molecule is the most common build-
ing block of a thermotropic Nematic Liquid Crystal (NLC)
and it consists essentially of a flat rigid core with flex-
ible side chains. The core is responsible of mesophase
anisotropy, whereas terminal chains contribute to stabi-
lize the molecular order. Physicists usually represent these
complex molecules as simple rods with cylindrical sym-
metry, taking into account the average shape also given
by the fast thermal rotational motion around their main
axis. Therefore, most of NLCs phenomena are described
by the dimensionless unit vector n, the director, which in-
dicates the average orientation of rod-like calamitic build-
ing blocks, and by the uniaxial scalar order parameter
S [1]. This approach is widely used because it can success-
fully describe most of electro-optical behaviours of nemat-
ics. Nevertheless, rich and intriguing physical phenomena
in highly frustrated NLC systems, such as topological de-
fects [2–4], self-organized colloidal dispersions [5–7], emul-
sions [8], confinement in porous materials [9] or in micro-
metric topographic patterns [10] cannot be fully explained
by the classical model, and a tensor order parameter Q,
which couples n and S, needs to be defined [11]. The
tensor description predicts two different ordered phases
for NLC: uniaxial, with a cylindrical symmetry around
the director, and biaxial, where the symmetry presents
two distinct axes. Several mechanisms can originate bi-
axial order in usual calamitic NLC [3,12–14] with bulk-
or surface-related phenomena [15–18]. Examples are the
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π-cell, where a strong enough electric field induces a thin
two-dimensional biaxial wall in the bulk [19–22], or the
structural transition, with the appearance of surface biax-
ial order, that has been observed when a nematic topo-
logical defect is nano-confined between two competing
alignment surfaces [23]. The electrically induced nematic
order reconstruction has also been investigated for an
asymmetric π-cell with strong anchoring conditions [24],
and the electrically induced biaxial wall occurred close to
the surface plate with smaller pretilt, with effects similar
to anchoring breaking, [25] demanding further investiga-
tions [26].

2 Numerical model

A π-cell has a sandwich geometry, with a thin film of ne-
matic confined between two flat glass plates. The align-
ment on both surfaces induces a uniform pretilt angle and
the two plates are oriented to admit two topological dif-
ferent equilibrium nematic textures: a slight splay state,
without torsion, and a bend texture, topologically equiv-
alent to a π-twisted texture1. In this work, we study how
the nematic distortion, induced by a strong electric field,
evolves inside an asymmetric π-cell and it is lowered by the
appearance of biaxial order close to a boundary surface.

The NLC orientation and order are described by a sec-
ond rank tensor order parameter Q and its dynamics is

1 Higher-order twisted states are also possible, but the anal-
ysis is here restricted to the two textures with lowest elastic
energy.
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governed by a balance between the dissipation and the
free-energy variation [27]. If the NLC is considered as a
pure dielectric material and ions effects are neglected, the
free energy F of the system includes the distortion elas-
tic energy Fd, the bulk free energy Ft of the nematic
phase and the electrostatic energy Fe due to the exter-
nal electric field. The interaction with the bounding sur-
faces is imposed by Dirichlet conditions, as this work is
made in the limit of infinite anchoring energy. To solve
the governing dynamical equations system, we minimize
F using the finite-element method [28]: the spatial do-
main is discretized with one-dimensional elements of size
1 nm and we use a time step of 1μs to monitor the dy-
namical evolution of the nematic distortion. Starting from
the time solution of Q, we evaluate the director orienta-
tion, that is the orientation of the eigenvector associated
to the maximum eigenvalue of Q, the induced biaxial order

β =
√

1 − 6[tr(Q3)]2

[tr(Q2)]3 , the scalar order parameter S, propor-

tional to the maximum eigenvalue of Q. β is a convenient
parameter for monitoring the spatial inhomogeneities of
Q and hence the order dynamics: β varies between 0 (uni-
axial texture) and 1 (maximum biaxiality). Moreover we
calculated the electric current density [19], which flows
across the cell, by using J = V

d
∂
∂t

(
1

eff−1 ), where V is the

amplitude of the applied voltage, which generates an elec-
tric field perpendicular to the boundary plates, d is the
cell thickness and eff−1 is the effective electrical permit-

tivity average expressed as eff−1 = 1
d

∫ d

0
1

ε0(Δε·Qzz+εiso)dz,

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, Δε = ε‖−ε⊥
S is the

scaled dielectric anisotropy, and εiso is an average permit-
tivity expressed as ε‖+2ε⊥

3 . ε‖ and ε⊥ are the parallel and
perpendicular dielectric constants, respectively.

The numerical simulations were carried out with the
physical parameters of 5CB (4-n-pentyl-4-cyano biphenyl)
at T = 32 ◦C [29], obtaining an electric threshold for the
order reconstruction phenomenon of Eth = 16V/μm. The
pretilt angles on the two boundary surfaces of the asym-
metric π-cell of thickness 1 μm were 19◦ and 1◦ for the
upper and the lower plate, respectively. The analysis has
been made for two different amplitudes of the vertical elec-
tric field: a) 17V/μm, above Eth, and b) 14V/μm, below
Eth. At t = 0 s, the nematic director presents a starting
asymmetric splay texture with the nematic planar plane
close to the lower surface with smaller pretilt. The ap-
plication of the electric field for t > 0 s changes the ini-
tial configuration and the induced nematic distortion re-
laxes in two different ways, depending on the amplitude
of the electric field, see fig. 1. As the anchoring energy on
both surfaces is strong, surface molecules hold their posi-
tions, whereas the nematic director in the bulk tends to
be aligned along the electric field (Δε5CB > 0).

2.1 Numerical results

Figure 1(a) and fig. 2(a) show the theoretical evolution
of the nematic director and of the biaxiality, respec-
tively, when the field is above Eth. For t < 30μs, ne-

matic molecules are reoriented along the vertical elec-
tric field and, for symmetry, the nematic distortion tends
to be concentrated near the lower surface forming a π-
wall. Similarly the biaxial order propagates from the bulk
and it is concentrated on the thin π-biaxial wall. For
20μs < t < 30μs, the wall has a dimension comparable
with the electric coherence length ξE [1], which compares
with the biaxial coherence length ξb [19], in the order of
10 nm, and the nematic order in the wall is mainly biaxial

with β = 1. ξb =
√

K
b S3 , where b is the phenomenological

coefficient of the third power term of the bulk free-energy
potential and K is an elastic constant [13,30]. Most of the
nematic strain is concentrated in the biaxial wall. At time
t ≈ 30μs the planar wall suddenly disappears, due to the
order reconstruction dynamics, and a π-bend texture re-
places the initial splay texture [19]. This fast transition
lets the topological barrier between the splay texture and
the bend one to be overcome. For t > 30μs, the simulated
domain presents only a residual thin biaxial region close
to the low pretilt boundary surface.

If the applied electric field is not strong enough to in-
duce the order reconstruction, the planar wall is pushed
towards the adjacent surface with smaller pretilt by the
re-orientation of bulk nematic molecules, see fig. 1(b). The
nematic texture is practically uniaxial for 0μs < t < 10μs;
for t > 10μs the bulk biaxiality starts to develop, and
then it propagates inside the cell: S becomes strongly in-
homogeneous near the lower surface where β is growing,
see fig. 2(b). The nematic distortion concentrates in the
regions of lower S, where the elastic constants, which are
proportional to S2, present lower values: the nematic dis-
tortion relaxes in a thin surface region with a thickness
comparable with ξb [3,18,23]. For t > 40μs, the nematic
distortion is completely distributed on the lower surface:
the appearance of the surface biaxial layer mediates the
competition between the bulk reorientation due to the
high electric field and the local order of the surface that
cannot change due to strong anchoring conditions. The fi-
nal nematic texture in the bulk looks like a π-bend texture
but it has been obtained without order reconstruction or
anchoring breaking.

The order dynamics is slower below Eth than above
Eth, but in both cases one observes that the initial un-
twisted splay texture is replaced by a π-bend state in the
bulk of the π-cell. Above Eth, the order reconstruction
dynamics cancels the biaxial order and let to connect the
two topological distinct splay and bend textures by a fast
transition; on the contrary, below Eth, the biaxial order
spreads on the lower boundary layer and the bulk splay
textures is replaced continuously by an equivalent π-bend
texture. Such behaviour is reminiscent of the surface de-
fect spreading in hybrid homeotropic-planar cells under
nanoconfinement [23] or in the presence of strong electric
field [28] and provides a bulk texture transition equiva-
lent to the anchoring breaking phenomenon [24,25], but
the strain now does not disappear and it remains concen-
trated on the boundary surface.

It has been demonstrated experimentally as well as
theoretically that the electric response of a symmetric
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Fig. 1. Director evolution within an asymmetric π-cell of thickness 1 μm for two different electric field amplitudes: 17 V/μm (a),
above Eth, and 14 V/μm (b), below Eth. In (a) the bulk order reconstruction transition allows to overcome the topological barrier
between the splay and bend textures, the π-wall disappears by order reconstruction and the main nematic strain is relaxed;
(b) the bulk splay-bend transition occurs by a slower movement of the biaxial π-wall spreading on the boundary surface, saving
the original surface nematic orientation and without relaxing the strain.

π-cell is very sensitive to the nematic order dynamics
and the analysis of the current signal provides relevant
data about the induced biaxiality [19–21,31,32]. The elec-
tric current features allow to distinguishing the dynamical
order behaviours above Eth and below Eth. Figure 3(a)
shows the calculated electric current flowing across the

asymmetric π-cell for the two different applied electric am-
plitudes E: 14V/μm and 17V/μm.

Nematics are insulating media and their electrical con-
duction is principally due to ions, by molecular dissocia-
tion or by external contamination. Nevertheless ions con-
centration in pure 5CB is found to be quite low [33,34] and
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Fig. 2. Biaxial order evolution within an asymmetric π-cell
of thickness 1 μm for two different electric field amplitudes:
17 V/μm (a), above Eth, and 14 V/μm (b), below Eth. The
biaxiality β is linearly mapped in a grey level scale between
0 (black) and 1 (white). The vertical axis represents the cell
thickness; the time is represented along the horizontal axis.

hence 5CB can be considered as a pure dielectric material.
Moreover, ionic and order reconstruction contributions to
the electric current flowing across the π-cell are always
distinguishable by means of a suitable time-resolved anal-
ysis [20].

In fig. 3(a), two peaks are well defined when the ap-
plied electric field is above Eth: the fastest and largest one
is due to dielectric realignment of nematic molecules along
the electric field for 0 < t < 20μs, while the second one has
a time duration of approximately 5μs. The appearance of
this second pulse is related to the breaking of the biaxial
wall at t = 30μs, due to order reconstruction [19–21,31,
32], see also fig. 2(a). On the other hand, below Eth, only
one well-defined peak, followed by a smooth longer current
structure is present: the well-defined fast and large peak is
due again to dielectric realignment of nematic molecules

Fig. 3. (a) Numerical evaluation of the electric current flowing
across the asymmetric π-cell vs. time (a) for two electric field
amplitudes: 14V/μm, below Eth (dashed line) and 17 V/μm,
above Eth (continuous line); (b) for five electric field ampli-
tudes below Eth.

along the electric field for 0 < t < 30μs, while the fol-
lowing larger signal, whose maximum amplitude occurs at
about t = 38μs, is due to the slow movement of the pla-
nar wall towards the lower surface layer, see also fig. 2(b).
This second current structure tends to become larger and
slower for lower applied electric field becoming practically
disappearing far enough from Eth, see fig. 3(b).

3 Experimental observations

For a better understanding of these behaviours, we pre-
pared a sandwich asymmetric π-cell of about 2μm thick-
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Fig. 4. Experimental measurements of the electric current flowing across an asymmetric π-cell vs. time for two values of the
electric field: 15 V/μm (grey data points, crosses) and 17V/μm (black data points, asterisks).

ness, made with two parallel transparent indium tin oxide
(ITO)-coated glass plates filled with 5CB. Suitable elec-
trodes were obtained by photolithographic treatment of
the ITO film on the two plates: the etching stripes were
1mm wide and their crossed superposition gave one pixel
of about 1mm2 area. The cell had a boundary surface
coated by a mixture of 20% weight of polyimide in pyrro-
lidinone. This mixture was deposed by spin coating, oven
dried and then unidirectional rubbed to have a strong an-
choring with a pretilt of about 8◦. The other plate was
treated in a similar way with a mixture of 2% weight
of polyimide in pyrrolidinone for strong anchoring with
a smaller pretilt of about 2◦. The cell was submitted to a
square electric pulse of duration τ = 1ms and amplitude
E and the measured electric order reconstruction thresh-
old was Eth = 16V/μm [24]. Figure 4 shows the electric
current flowing in the cell after the dielectric reorienta-
tion peak in two cases: black data points correspond to
E = 17 V/μm > Eth, whereas grey data points corre-
spond to E = 15V/μm < Eth. Figure 4 shows only the
electric behaviour after the large dielectric peak to high-
light the different behaviours above and below the order
reconstruction threshold. Above Eth, the electric current
presents a quite well-defined peak of about 10μs duration,
while, below Eth, the current response is about three times
longer, confirming the different behaviour of induced order
reconstruction above Eth and the spreading of the biaxial
wall on the boundary plate with smaller pretilt below Eth

as predicted by the calculated results shown in fig. 3. In
this comparison, one should take also into account that the
electric peak response corresponding to order reconstruc-

tion should be even faster than what reported in fig. 4, but
any inhomogeneity in the cell, usual for surface phenom-
ena, can result in a defect-mediated order reconstruction
rather than in a uniform transition, spreading the electric
response [22]. For lower applied electric field this electric
current structure becomes larger and larger with a mono-
tone amplitude decrease, becoming not well resolved from
the main signal of the electric current itself.

4 Conclusions

In conclusion, both theoretical analysis and experiments
have shown that, above Eth, the energy of the biaxial wall
is released in a short time, building a well-defined dielec-
tric peak in the electric current, corresponding to the well-
known order reconstruction phenomenon, whereas, below
Eth, the energy is released more slowly by the motion of
the biaxial wall spreading on the low pretilt surface plate,
with a wider electric signal. This second phenomenon
presents an unexpected and not obvious behaviour and
it has been also randomly observed in experiments car-
ried out by means of a two-photons fluorescence micro-
scope [35]. This effect is reminiscent of the surface de-
fect spreading in hybrid homeotropic-planar cells in the
presence of a strong electric field [28] or under nano-
confinement [23] and of anchoring breaking [25], demon-
strating that biaxiality plays an important role at the
nematic interface with a substrate, where the symmetry
of NLC bulk is spontaneously broken. These results en-
large our understanding of the role of the nematic order
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in highly frustrated systems and improve the knowledge
of the surface-nematic interaction in order to control biax-
ial nematic properties and to design novel optical devices
with, for instance, intrinsic bistability, granted by the en-
ergy barrier between topologically distinct states.
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